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Law & Order: Criminal Intent (â€“) TV | 43min | Crime, Drama, Mystery | Episode aired 13 October A university president
is killed and the suspects include a professor who wants a chairman position, a grad student, and a lecturer from Oxford.

In later episodes we learn that their relationship is somewhat troubled. Eliot's and Ezra Pound's love-child
hardly bears thinking about - but it's probably been written. On the whole it was also excellently and
intelligently scripted, although you could see that Moynihan crack about "academic fights being so vicious
because the stakes are so small" coming a mile away. Like West, the fictional Professor Roland Sanders of the
history wears an afro haircut and goatee, teaches American Studies, and is criticized by fictional Professor
Winthrop for releasing a rap album. After all legal options had been exhausted, the chance discovery of a
piece of Azaria's clothing in an area full of dingo lairs led to Lindy Chamberlain's release from prison, on
"compassionate grounds. Azaria's parents, Lindy and Michael Chamberlain, reported that their daughter had
been taken from their tent by a dingo. It is unlikely that the speaker would have needed to remind the person
she was talking to about something QUITE so obvious Like Sobhraj, Wallace enjoyed the special attention she
received from her crimes. It happens a lot in Australia. Carried away by dingoes? Among con artists, a "mark"
is the target of a con, while in British and possibly Australian slang, a "Bailey" is a bathing suit, or swimming
costume. Harvard University 's undergraduate student newspaper, The Harvard Crimson, suggested in October
that the episode's premise was lifted from the nationally-publicized, real-life squabble between HU president
Lawrence Summers and African-American Studies Professor Cornel West. Cornel West released one
"Sketches of My Culture" with selections consisting of such things as Surprise "Spoken" "Word" backed by
"tracks" of a number of CDs, which from the perspective of an outsider looking in towards what "Rap CDs"
consist of, one of these releases might be misconstrued as an attempt of cashing in one's academic credibility
in order to release a "Rap" "CD" Robert Goren : No. He also visits his mother once a week, and talks to her
every day. In this episode Nicole Wallace makes a reference to dingoes in Australia. The name "Mark Bayley"
may be a play on words. Sanders making a rap album. John Watson. Nicole Wallace : All right. Recent deadly
dingo attacks in other areas of Australia have strengthened the case for the dingo theory. Nicole was modeled
after Professor James Moriarty, Sherlock Holmes' nemesis, the only criminal Holmes encountered that
matched his intelligence. This episode was a refreshing change, with some chinks in his armour showing up.
You have to tell me something true about you, about Nicole. In the episode, Winthrop quotes a line of
dialogue almost identical to a sentence attributed to Summers. Michael was convicted as an accessory after the
fact and given a suspended sentence. Winthrop character keeps complaining about Prof. After the Azaria
Chamberlain disappearance in the s the story of dingoes carrying away infants became an urban legend.
Pathetic attempt to synthesize high and low culture. In this case, Bayley was a mark, but he was also a
swimming costume, in the sense that he covered for Nicole's actions, allowing her to "swim" away which ties
into the idea of Nicole being Goren's "white whale. Nicole Wallace : How old were you when you first
realized it? Source: Charles Sobhraj at Wikipedia Nicole Wallace also preyed on tourists and was imprisoned
in Thailand as an accomplice to her boyfriend. Nicole Wallace : I don't know.


